"The LoveSick Mixtape"

Written and Directed by Zach Citarella
Director of Photography Zach Citarella

CAST
Character Actor
jake Hartman Yuriy Pavlish
Lila Jilliene Jaeger
Love Guru Brendan Grimes
Dan Polvino Dan Polvino
Max and Shannon Max and Shannon
Lauren Sarah kelley
Crazy Girl Maegan O'Rourke
The Talker Kelsey Jacobsen
Ice Queen Libby Kroening
Senior Girls Sam Flanagan
America Chris Weber
Alumni Couple The Citarellas

"Fish in the Sea"

Written and Directed by Sepanta Mohseni
Assistant Director Aileen Bianchi
Camera Operators Zach Citarella
Steve Dacey
Sound Recordist Sebastian Gilbert

CAST
Harry Zachary Desmond
Dani Thais Menendez
Jake Tim Kopacz
Heightsmen Andrew Babbitt
Harrison Daubert
Alexander Park

"Danny Boy"
Directed by Michael Dillon
Assistant Director Aileen Bianchi
Director of Photography Steve Dacey
Camera Operator Ben Heider

CAST
Danny Tom Mezger
Jones Billy Bennett

"A Solitary Star"

Directed by Steve Dacey
Written by Sebastian Gilbert
Assistant Director Aileen Bianchi
Director of Photography Zach Citarella

CAST
Tom Worth John Depew
Hank Jon Arone

"Love (but not) Actually"

Directed by Aileen Bianchi
Written by Emma Missett and Aileen Bianchi
Assistant Director Emma Missett
Director of Photography Michael Dillon
Sound Recordist Joseph Baron
Camera Operators Aileen Bianchi
Ben Heider
Steve Dacey
Brandon Moye

CAST
Maggie Christine Movius
Rebecca Elise Hudson
Val Courtney Alpaugh
Lily Jilliene Jaeger
Alice Deirdre McCourt
Jack Brandon Moye
Charlie Donald Chang

"Love in Context"
Written and Directed by Brandon Moye
Director of Photography Joseph Baron
Camera Operators Aileen Bianchi
Zach Citarella Brandon Moye
Acting Coach Krey McIsaac
Sound Engineer Tiago Barros
Sound Recordist Steve Dacey

CAST
Axel Cynthia Beckwith
Juston Ramos Nico Ricciardi
Mark Stephen Wu
Cassie Hana Hyseni
Zach Yuriy Pavlish
Interviewer Mark Cloutier
Interviewees Tiago Barros
Korey McIsaac
Ashley Nguyen
Amy Walsh
Nicole Trauffer
Alex Proie

"Express Lane"
Directed by (Professor) Gautam Chopra
Director of Photography Sean Meehan
Assistant Director Sean Gallagher

CAST
Teacher Mary Neiderkorn
Sidd Gautam Chopra
Check-Out Girl Deirdre McCourt
"Nights on the Heights"
Written and Directed by Joseph Baron
Director of Photography Michael Dillon
Assistant Director Conor Kearns
Sounds Recordist Tiago Barros

CAST
Malcolm Garrety Brandon Moye
Jesse Logan Aileen Bianchi
Kate Smith Nicole Trauffer
Melanie Meyers Elise Hudson
Boulder Nate Richman
Maitre d' Kevin Hall
Club Members Brandon Wirth
Girls on Park Bench Nicholas Alvers
Exotic Dancer Jilliene Jaeger
George "Geo" Scott Donald Chang

"Afterglow"
Directed by Korey McIsaac
Written by Chris Gouchoe
Produced by Aileen Bianchi
Bianca Farro
Frank DePasquale
Sarah Kelley

CAST
Clark Chris Gouchoe
Alexa Tory Berner
Sammy Deirdre McCourt
Ron Cameron Craonin
Girls on Park Bench Shannon DeBari
Sarah Goldstein
Jill Samantha Goober
Guy at the Restaurant Patrick Lazour
Mom at the Restaurant Karen Carter
Waitresses Juliana Forsberg-Lary
Restaurant Patrons
Bryanna Vacanti
Lois Buttiglieri
Kathy Carangelo
Kyle Craft
Diandra dente
George Farro
Roseann Faro
Dan Sullivan
Steve Tassinari

First Assistant Director
Sarah Kelley

Second Assistant Director
Stephanie Flores

Production Designer
Katie Donnelly

Props Master
Sarah Krantz

Costume Designer
Nicole Trauffer

On Set Costumer
Maiken Fjellstad

Editor
Joseph Baron

Additional Editor
Brandon Moye

Sound Design
Deirdre McCourt

ADR Mixer
Conor Kearns

Gaffer
Joseph Baron

Boom Operators
Joseph Baron
Arthur Heitz
Anthoyn Traver

Sound Recordist
Kim Fuller

Still Photographer
Marc Franklin
Aileen Bianchi

Script Supervisor
Emily Mervosh

BC, I Love You Production Assistants
Ryan Brandenburg
Justine Burt
Brandon Catalano
Zach Citarella
Michael Dillon
Curt Ege
Bradley Fadem
Drake Haywoode
Arthur Heitz
Hana Hyseni
David LeBlanc
Michael Littera
Katherine Lowell
Kimia Mavon
LaDante McMillon
Harrison Mudd
Megan O'Connor
Liliana Peraza
John Pilat
Samuel Post
Sarah Salvia
Vanessa Sanchez
Clifford Sutter
Brian Thurow
Anthony Traver
Hunter White
Daniel Zawodny